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Smart Nesting Automated Solution Integrated with
New Design Automatic Storage System

CNC, Genesis EVO 79 FL

Integrating the potential market demand, Anderson
proposes a smart mechanized nesting production line
with automatic material loading/unloading function
as a solution. Traditional manufacturing processes use
a lot of manpower for planning, transferring,
manufacturing, etc., which are prone to production
progress not as expected and increase of production
cost due to personal factors. This solution integrates
the process of loading, nesting, drilling and unloading
of wood board materials into a stand-alone process,
and the operator can quickly trace the actual

processing information of the wood board materials
through a computer by means of label bar codes,
which can quickly eliminate any possible errors in the
back-end production line, and can also double-check
the correctness of the production items during the
product shipment preparation. This solution can
reduce the original manpower requirement from 6-8
persons (operating with the traditional stand-alone
machine) to only 1-2 persons.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFTxE1bgdRU
For more information, please visit: www.anderson.com
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American Hardwood Export Council (AHEC) and Wallpaper*
collaborates in showcasing of emerging international
talents at the Design Museum
Bringing together 20 emerging designers from 16
countries, Discovered presents a visionary group of
young creatives from across Europe, Africa, Asia
and Australia in an extraordinary showcase of
furniture, objects and sculptural works in American
hardwood.
On display at the Design Museum from September
13 to October 10, 2021, including for the duration
of London Design Festival, the 20 designers’ works
took over the ground-ﬂoor atrium to showcase the
creativity of the group and the versatility of their
chosen materials.

A collaboration between the American Hardwood Export
Council (AHEC) and Wallpaper* magazine, Discovered
offers a series of personal reﬂections on the experience
of the pandemic, while providing a platform for new
creatives after a year in which the usual channels for
exposure were inaccessible. The exhibition is therefore a
much-needed opportunity for emerging designers to get
their work out there in front of the public and the
industry.

This is a time when the next generation
needs support more than ever, so we are
honored to partner with AHEC in launching
Discovered – to ensure the designers of
tomorrow have the platform they deserve.
Sarah Douglas
Editor-in-Chief of Wallpaper*.
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Selected from Wallpaper’s annual Graduate Directories

This project has enabled us to give them

and through AHEC’s network, the designers have

a valuable learning experience on product

worked alongside design mentors and AHEC’s global
manufacturing partners to each develop a new object
made from their choice of four sustainable hardwoods:
American red oak, cherry and hard and soft maple.

design and development with sustainable
hardwood.
Roderick Wiles
AHEC Regional Director.
To develop their concepts, participants were invited to
think freely about their experience of living and
working in isolation, responding to themes of touch,
reﬂection and strength, and to channel their own
experiences into a piece that represents our functional
and emotional connections to everyday objects. The
designers have considered ideas such as identity and
cultural heritage, family and social ritual, the
pandemic-induced need to adapt, and the inherent
comfort of touch.

The designers involved in Discovered are: Sizar Alexis,
Isabelle Baudraz, Nong Chotipatoomwan, Mac Collins,
Mew Mungnatee, Siyanda Mazibuko, Josh Krute,
Pascal Hien, Trang Nguyen, Alessandra Fumagalli
Romario, Taiho Shin, Mimi Shodeinde, Juan Carlos
Franco and Juan Santiago Sierra, Ivana Taylor, Martin
Thübeck, Yunhan Wang, Tan Wei Xiang, Duncan
Young and Vivienne Wong. Throughout the project,
designers have been supported and mentored by
Wallpaper* editorin- chief Sarah Douglas and by
AHEC Directors David Venables and Roderick Wiles,
as well as a global group of designers including Tomoko
Azumi, Maria Jeglinska-Adamczewska, Nathan Yong
and Adam Markowitz.

This has resulted in a highly diverse selection of objects,
ranging from functional furniture such as cabinets,
tables and chairs to more abstract, sculptural works
that inspire reﬂection. Taken as a whole, Discovered
represents how the experience of isolation has inspired
each designer’s personal and creative journeys, in what
has been an extraordinary time for the individual, the
industry and the world as a whole.

“Discovered is a unique opportunity for us, as we will
be joining forces with the other AHEC regional ofﬁces
in a creative project for the ﬁrst time. Together with
Wallpaper*, we have selected an extremely exciting
line-up of designers from 16 different countries - 3 of
whom are from Australia and 1 from South Africa.
For more information, please visit:
www.americanhardwood.org
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Reinvent interior designs with Shresht
MFC & MFMDF

The growing prominence in the world of
interior design is the advent of smart
homes. An indicator of emerging trends,
collective consciousness with art, design,
and technology intertwining in groundbreaking ways. Delving into the interior
design trends we see ourselves exploring
the latest furniture materials evaluating
how art and innovation are changing
home décor. With developed formulas
and groundbreaking processes, furniture
materials and engineered wood have
evolved to make interior design sustainable,
diverse, and affordable yet impressive,
decorative, versatile, and high-tech.
Engineered wood has gained popularity
over the years for being affordable and
eco-friendly which is the reason why there
is a rise in its demand. The fact that
engineered wood outmaneuvers solid
wood is undeniable, the latest technology
that Asian Prelam uses to manufacture
speaks highly of the quality their products
showcase.
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The quest to find solutions that suit your style ends with Asian Prelam’s
products in the Shresht collection. Made with hard resin overlay using
urea-free formaldehyde for industry’s best abrasion resistance for
everlasting smooth texture and high-class finishing. Speaking of
finishes, their MFC & MFMDF come in a wide variety of wood grain
patterns that range from light to dark colors giving you a great selection
to choose from. Give your kitchen cabinets, television furniture, or any
shelf a brand new look with Asian Prelam’s Melamine faced panels.
It is easy to work with even when using ordinary tools. They can be cut,
drilled, routed, jointed, glued, and fastened easily. The use of European
paper ensures 100% color consistency. Another great application for
these state-of-the-art products are sliding Wooden Modular Wardrobes
or bedroom storage cabinets or a chest of drawers. Melamine is said to
be one of the most durable and long-lasting options for cabinetry and
surfaces in interior decor. One of its biggest advantages is that it is
environmentally friendly which means fewer trees are cut in the
process. Shresht, a perfect harmony of form and function brings
together products that not only enhance the way you live but also adds
to the aesthetics in the space you live in.
For more information, please visit: www.asianprelam.com
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Q&A with Satyan Thukral, CEO, Caple on launch
of Industrial E Commerce
What is different in caple.in Industrial
E-Commerce?
Given the number of industries, materials,
applications, resources, configurations, challenges
and possibilities, machine tools is a complicated
and serious business. 80% is B2B and 20% in B2C.
But in both cases, it requires a combination of
consultancy, supplies and service. Thus, we chose
our strategy that caple.in will not be like "a"
marketplace model but an inventory-based model.
In the marketplace, there is no ownership and/or
relationship whereas in inventory based we are
responsible, committed, approachable and
available.
We built a hybrid model of the field visits, demo
centres and online where the customers can invite
our team, visit our demo centres, discuss, see
demos, get consultancy, touch and feel the
machines and at the same time have the ease of
comparing the prices online.

Satyan Thukral, CEO

How is caple.in different from other E-Commerce?
What is the pricing strategy?
Our prices might not be the cheapest on the
E-Commerce as it involves multiple functions
including Consultancy + Supplies + Service and
not just supplies. Each function is a cost and each
function should be a profit centre
Our core values include fair price and transparency. We cannot be transparent if we are not fair.

Sales are the easiest part. We have 45 years of experience. In 45
years we know what not to sell. We know what will work and what
should be avoided given a case and resource. Other E-Commerce
businesses do not offer consultancy and packages. We firmly
believe in selling in a system. This means we will help the customer
create an ecosystem with our services as packages. At caple.in the
customer can choose his budget and see the entire project cost
and at the same time give the flexibility to build his own package
What is available now and what is the plan for the future?

Our core value is a high-performance team. We

Currently, we are strong in the woodworking industry, laser
industry, power tools but with our past experience soon we are
business if we indulge in long negotiations. adding welding, metal, glass, stone, material handling
We wanted our strategy to be aligned to our core equipment, dust collection and pollution control equipment,
values and reinforcing them for the years to come. pumps, software, advanced materials and more. We have

cannot be high performing and scale up the
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product managers for each industry like experts that support the sales and service team. We will cherry-pick the best
brands in the industry and will work only with the brands that are aligned to educate, supply and serve the customers.
The future is that soon we will open up sales partnerships and dealer partnerships that help the many young engineers,
budding entrepreneurs and even the senior retired consultants to join the machine tool industry with a small fee of just
Rs 50000/year and get a reward as a sales partner of caple.in or make a profit in buy and sell dealer- partner model. The
sales-partners and dealer-partners will get access to all the inventory, CRM, authorisation and the best brands on the
market. With this agile model, there is no limit or cap on the growth possibilities.
This will help us scale up our team exponentially and still keep the operational costs low. Low operational costs mean
we are attractive and aggressive on prices. As the buying power increases the benefits to the customers get better. We
want to evolve not as the biggest supplier but as the most preferred supplier.
How do you integrate the Skill India, Make in India and Startup India initiatives with caple.in?
We are a small team of 50 people. If we want to keep ourselves lean we need to stay in the business of the premium
segment of machine tools. The satisfaction of both the buyer and seller is higher in this segment and the risk of failure
is minimal.
For any premium product in any industry, the only business model is sales through education. Like we educate customers to optimise their resources to achieve efficiency and/or effectiveness we ourselves optimise our stock in trade in
education. Our investment is minimum but the benefit to the industry is maximum.
We are partners with WorldSkills India. We are active governing council members with Furniture Fittings Skill Council.
We are part of the Board of Standards in FFSC. With caple.in now we have made all the processes and case studies available to the industry. We believe it is our responsibility to contribute our bit in nation-building.
How do you see the future in digital?
We believe Covid has pushed the digital world on a fast track. If we are not agile some young tech kids are now thinking
to disrupt the old schools and brick and mortar businesses. Hybrid business models sure are the future of all industries.
For more information, please visit: www.caple.in
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Teknovace Wood Coatings Private Limited Secures $2 Million in
pre-Series A. Funding led by highly successful and experienced
entrepreneurs to fuel Growth & Market expansion for the
business” Pune
Teknovace Wood Coatings is glad to announce
that it has secured its ﬁrst-round equity ﬁnancing
since inception. This round of strategic value-added
capital will provide the company a runway for the
next 18-24 months to foster its market presence
and gear up for Series A.
The current pre-Series A round was led by highly
successful entrepreneur with Global Industry
leadership position of their business who lends
signiﬁcant experience to mentor the management
team to scale this Specialty Chemicals business.
Alongside, Shashidhar Y S, Advisor - Business
Development at Dubal Holding LLC and former
Managing Director & Partner - Middle East, Africa
& South Asia for Frost & Sullivan and Gireesh
Narsimhan, India Managing Director & Principal at
Corporate Finance Associates Worldwide, Inc.
which is one of the largest and oldest Mid-Market
ﬁrm headquartered in US with presence across
Europe & Asia led this round of funding. Further, to
support and expand the management bandwidth,
Gireesh will be participating in the leadership
team of Teknovace.

The company is also glad to welcome these investors to its
Board of Directors & Leadership and leverage their
experience and strategic guidance as well as adopt best
practices for corporate governance.
Teknovace is bootstrap start-up, established is 2019 by a
group of Technocrats. Since then, the company has grown
at 100% CAGR this far in spite of the two lock downs due
to the pandemic and proﬁtable since inception year. With
this funding, the company is targeting to clock Annual
Revenues in excess of USD 10 Million.
Teknovace is dedicated to the development and
manufacturing of high-tech Coatings for Wood, Glass,
Metal, Cement and Plastics. Our mission is developing
product offerings based on including Nanotechnology
giving improved protection, color retention for interiors &
exterior exposures.
Pankaj Singh, Managing Director of the company refers to
this event as a key milestone for the company, especially
given the strategic value addition these investors extend
to navigate growth and maximise share holder value
creation.
For more information, please visit:
http://www.teknovace.com
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